Abstract-One of the most impressive and practical noise removal is the (SMF) Standard Median Filter for removing SPN (Salt and Pepper Noise). Based on the SMF, the AMF (Adaptive Median Filter) has been proposed since 1995 and has superior efficiency however its filter is not desired for removing RVIN (random-valued impulsive noise). Consequently, this paper exhaustively analyses the AMF efficiency and its restriction when this AMF is employed in the noise removal for both SPN and RVIN (randomvalued impulsive noise). In this simulated outcomes, nine conventional images (Lena, Mobile (10th Frame), Pepper, Pentagon, Girl, Resolution, Baboon, House, Airplane) corrupted under both SPN and RVIN (random-valued impulsive noise) at plentiful distributions are uses to determine the AMF efficiency in both noise detection precision and noise removal efficiency point of view. Moreover, this statistical analysis is used to investigate the AMF efficiency in term of its mean and standard deviation of PSNR.
I.
INTRODUCTION OF NOISE REMOVAL FOR SPN (SALT AND PEPPER NOISE) Traditionally, digital images are contaminated by impulsive noise [3] due to CCD sensor pixel defect, A/D non-synchronization, transmitting flaw or memory located error. By mathematical theory, the impulsive noise can be divided into SPN (Salt and Pepper Noise), which is fix magnitude value, and random-valued impulsive noise), which is random magnitude value. Thereby, noise removal has been researched for more than three decades because of the requirement of advance image processing and computer vison for instant, detection techniques of car license plate, recognized techniques of human face, resolution enhancing techniques, etc. One of the most impressive and practical noise removal is the (SMF) standard median filter [5] that is proposed for suppressing SPN (Salt and Pepper Noise) because (SMF) standard median filter has a fast calculation time. After two decades, many better and more accuracy noise removal algorithms has been invented for SPN and one of these improved algorithms is the adaptive median filter (AMF) [1] , which is established on SMF, thereby AMF and noise removal techniques based on AMF are usually implemented on many modern advance image processing and computer vison for suppressing SPN. The AMF is one of the most worldwide for removing SPN as by the reason of its noise removal efficiency and fast calculation time [2, 6] .
II. MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF AMF (ADAPTIVE MEDIAN FILTER)
Assume that x is a noiseless image, where , From this computation procedure of AMF, the calculated pixels is detected as an noisy pixel without window size increasing (or fix at 3 3  ) and, then, is replaced by med, . From this computation procedure, the calculated pixel is initially processed at window size 3 3  . Later, the computation procedure will compute iteratively with window size increasing (at 5 5  ) for detecting the calculated pixel as a noiseless pixel.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
All simulation outcomes are computed by the MATLAB software, which are operated by PC with CPU: Intel i7-6700HQ and RAM Memory: 16 GB. In this simulated section, nine standard tested images (Lena, Mobile (10th Frame), Pepper, Pentagon, Girl, Resolution, Baboon, House, Airplane) under both SPN and RVIN (random-valued impulsive noise) are simulated to measure the maximum AMF efficiency. The first subsection of these simulations investigates the precision efficiency when the AMF is implemented for detecting noisy pixels on both SPN and RVIN (random-valued impulsive noise). Later, the second subsection of these simulations investigates the denoised efficiency when the AMF is implemented for suppressing noisy images.
A. Simulation Outcomes for Detected Precision
This simulation investigates the precision efficiency of AMF when the AMF is implemented for detecting noisy pixels on both SPN and RVIN (random-valued impulsive noise). Initially, the original images (or noiseless images) are contaminated by the impulsive noise. By comparing the noisy image with the original image, the noisy pixel location can be detected as the prior information. Later, the AMF is applied for classifying whether noisy pixels or the noiseless pixels. Finally, the precision efficiency can be determined from comparing the detection outcomes from AMF 
The simulated outcomes of the precision efficiency of the AMF by applying the SPN and the random-valued impulse noise can be shown in Table I and Table II, respectively. From the simulated outcomes in Table I deviation of the precision efficiency is 92.18971.8253 % for all noisy density levels. The precision efficiency slightly decreases when the noisy density increases therefore these simulation outcomes implies that the precision efficiency does not depend on the noise density. From the simulated outcomes in Table II (and Figure 5 ) for random-valued impulse noise, the noise detection based on AMF has not good efficiency for random-valued impulse noise thereby the mean and standard deviation of the precision efficiency is 65.21028.1585 % for all noisy density levels. The precision efficiency dramatically decreases when the noisy density increases.
B. Simulation Outcomes for Noise Removal
This simulation investigates the noise removal efficiency of AMF when the AMF is implemented for detecting noisy pixels on both SPN and random-valued impulsive noise. Initially, the original images ( 
where original x is the original image (or noiseless image), denoisinĝ x is processed image by a noise removal technique (from y ) and MAX x is the maximum intensity value of the image.
From the simulation outcomes in Table III , the noise removal technique by using AMF can produce the better quality expected noiseless image than many state-of-art algorithms for noise removal. In PSNR perspective, the AMF is better efficiency than SMF about 4.45651.3835 dB, Mean filter about 10.87744.1411 dB and BF about 10.36434.6957 dB, respectively.
From the simulation outcomes in Table IV , the noise removal technique by using AMF has the ineffective efficiency for random-valued impulsive noise. The overall noise removal efficiency is lower than SMF about 4.15192.5141 dB and BF about 1.73791.8031 dB but higher than Mean filter about 1.82501.5606 dB.
From the confines of number of publication slides, these simulation outcomes are illustrated for only three conventional images (Lena, Pepper and Baboon) in order to show the superior efficiency of the noise removal for SPN in term of image quantity (visional outcomes) in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , respectively. From these visional outcomes, it can summarize that the expected noiseless image from AMF is clearly better than expected noiseless images from other techniques. This research article exhaustively analyses the AMF efficiency and its restriction when this AMF is employed in the noise removal for both SPN and random-valued impulsive noise. In this simulated experiment, nine noisy images (Lena, Mobile (10 th Frame), Pepper, Pentagon, Girl, Resolution, Baboon, House, Airplane) under both SPN and random-valued impulsive noise at plentiful distributions are used to evaluate the maximum AMF efficiency in both noise detection precision and noise removal efficiency perspective. Form the simulated experiment, we can summarize that the AMF has a better efficiency for SPN but the AMF has a limited efficiency for the random-valued impulse noise. 
